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General view .of the Oehmichen helic.opter, with the gas bag rem.oved, and a near view .of the 20-25 h.orsep.ower engine which drives the tw.o 
lifting members by means .of belts 

Is the Practical Helicopter in 
Sight? 

By Ge.orge Gaul.ois 

T HE helic.opter, l.ong held as a classic 
j.oke in aer.onautical circles, may be 

c.oming int.o its .own at last. This d.oes 
n.ot mean t.o say that the practical heli· 
c.opter is already realized, but it d.oes 
mean t.o c.onvey the very definite impres
si.on that ,at last the helic.opter invent.ors 
are getting d.own t.o real engineering 
principles and are devel.oping designs 
which h.old s.ome pr.omise .of future sue
<!ess. 'L'he day .of the t.oy helic.opter with 
rubber-band m.otors, intended t.o repre
sent the merits .of a given type .of pr.o
posed helic.opter, is g.one. Invent.ors are 
n.ow building full-sized machines, equipped 
with real aviati.on engines and man
carrying bodies, in .order t.o pr.ove the 
w.orthiness .of their designs. And in s.o 
d.oing they are rapidly c.onvincing us 
that there is s.ome h.ope after all f.or heli
c.opter flight. 

CoP7rbrbt. Koptono View (;0. 

Measuring Vapor P�ssures 

WHERE accuracy in measuring vap.or 
pressures t.o a fineness .of .one part 

in fr.om three t.o five th.ousand divisi.onal 
units is the desired .objective, tw.o types 
.of instruments recently perfected by the 
United States Bureau .of Standards meet 
the requirements. The tw.o mechanisms, 
although widely differing in appearance, 
have much in c.omm.on, ·and in func
ti.oning in the G.overnment lab.orat.ory 
their uses are well-nigh interchangeable. 
Each, h.owever, varies in c.onstructi.on and 
p.ossesses respective merits. 

The sh.ortc.omings .of the airplane have 
paved the way f.or the helic.opter. First 
of all, the airplane has t.o maintain a 
nigh rate .of speed in .order t.o sustain it
self in the air. By the same t.oken it must 
take .off at a high rate .of speed, and 
land at a c.onsiderable rate .of speed, b.oth 
of which c.ontain many elements .of dan
ger. Then again, the way in which the 

Oehmichen helic.opter in flight, said t.o be the first helic.opter t.o make a free 
flight, alth.ough it is equipped with gas bag 

The ph.ot.ograph sh.owing the scaff.old
like arrangement is a pict.orial emb.odi
ment .of the new man.ometer designed by 
the Bureau .of Standards, aiming f.or ac
curate measurements up t.o fifteen atm.os
pheres. It is t.o be empl.oyed extensively 
as a primary standard with which to 
calibrate .other gages as well as f.or its 
limited application as a w.orking unit. The 
apparatus c.onsists .of five V-shaped tubes,' 
2.5 meters l.ong, m.ounted .on a steel frame
wQrk and s.o equipped with valves that 
any c.ombinati.on .of these tubes may be 
used. The l.ower half .of each .of the tubes 
is filled with mercury while the upper 
half c.ontains a light liquid (at present 
alc.oh.ol) f.or the transmissi.on .of pressure. 
'J'he tw.o sawed-.off, V-shaped tubes sh.own 
in the upper left hand c.orner serve t.o di-

airplane takes .off and lands calls f.or a large landing 
space, which makes the airPl.ane impractical f.or use in 
cities and .over r.ough c.ountry where large fields .or 
clearings are n.ot available. Still further, the airplane, 
by the :very fact that it mnst keep m.oving while in the 
air, is n.ot suitable f.or military, ph.ot.ographic, .observa
ti.on and .other purp.oses, where the facility t.o h.over 
is a prime requisite. 

All these sh.ortc.omings have br.ought ab.out a de
mand f.or an aircraft that can riSe vertically, maintain 
itself at any desired altitude, m.ove in any directi.on 
or h.over .over a given sp.ot and descend in 
a direct vertical line when the flight is 
terminated. The helic.opter, the.oretically 
at least, seems t.o c.ontain all the latent 
elements .of such flight. 

During the past year .or tw.o there have 
been several seri.ous attempts t.o ev.olve 
successful helic.opters. In the United 
States we have bad the experiments .of 
Cr.ocker and Hewitt, which were quite 
c.onvincing even if they were n.ot pushed 
bey.ond the experimental stage. Then 
there has been the neat little machine 
ev.olved by Berliner, s.on .of the well-kn.own 
teleph.one and ph.on.ograph invent.or. In 
Spain there is the helic.opter .of Pescara, 
which is sh.ortly t.o receive a series .of 
rigid tests by the French army auth.ori
ties. All these machines, which make use 
.of c.o-axially m.ounted screws rev.olving in 
.opposite directi.on, have been described in 
these c.olumns. 

suits have been .obtained with the helic.opter invented 
by Lieut. Stefan v.on Petr.oczy, .of the Austrian Army 
Ball.o.on C.orps. In fact, this machine is ackn.owledged 
t.o be the first helic.opter in the w.orld which, after 
making an ascent, has remained f.or any time h.over· 
ing in the air at the distance it has risen fr.om the 
gr.ound. H.owever, the Petr.oczy machine has n.ot made 
a free flight, f.or in. every flight it has been c.ontr.olled 
by a series .of cables paid .out by winches .on the 
gr.ound. It has g.one straight up under its own p.ower 

(Continued on page 458) 

v.orce the alc.oh.ol fr.om any gas, the pres
sure .of which is to be determined. 

The ph.ot.ograph which presents the rev.olving mechan
ism, which might be mistaken f.or a diminutive "spin
ning jinny," in reality illustrates a pist.on gage, built' 
f.or determining accurate measurements Of pressures 
up to 100 atm.ospheres. It is easier t.o operate than 
the man.ometer just described, and the scientist lends 
himself t.o. the neg.otiati.on .of this apparatus as prefera
ble t.o the f.ormer in making actual pressure measure
ments. It c.onsists .of a steel pist.on snugly fitted within 
a steel cylinder. The pressure, transmitted by .oil 

fr.om a shQrt mercury man.ometer m.ounted 
Qn the base .of the gage, acts against the 
base .of the pist.on and exerts an upward 
f.orce up.on it. This exerti.on is balanced 
by piling the weights, shown in the right 
.of the illustrati.on, up.on a steel c.olumn 
which extends up fr.om the pist.on. During 
the pressure measurement the piston is 
c.ontinually r.otated t.o prevent it fr.om 
sticking. A small dial gage indicates the 
appr.oximate pressure, and aids the .oper
a t.or in balancing the pist.on gage. Like 
the man.ometer, extreme accuracy is a 
positive virtue .of the piston gage-being 
exact t.o the fineness .of .one part in fr.om 
three t.o five th.ousand integral parts. 

Ostrich Skin Shoes 

We learn fr.om Harry Harper, Technical 
Secretary .of the British Civil Aerial 
Transp.ort C.ommittee, that remarkable re-

Apparatus empl.oyed by the Bureau .of Standards f.or measuring vapor 
pressures t.o a fineness .of .one part in fr.om three t.o five th.ousand 

WE have recently had many .odd 
leathers such as shark skin, p.orp.oise, 

etc., and n.ow the .ostrich c.omes f.orward 
t.o help leather sh.ortage. Sh.oes made .of 
leather fr.om .ostrich skins will .outlast 
leather. The .ostrich always had a repu
tati.on .of being a t.ough .old bird. 
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spread out on the field which produced 
the crop. This effects partial decompo
sition so that the inner bark is loosened 
from the wood and the fiber can be more 
easily separated from the stalks. Usually 
it takes from four to ten weeks to dew
ret the hemp where the weather condi
tions are favorable. It is of maximum 
importance that the hemp be properly 
retted before being removed from the 
field and only the experienced grower 
knows exactly when this condition is 
reached. 

Subsequently, the hemp stalks are 
gathered and bound in bundles which 
then are shocked up like corn. All this 
work was done by hand until 1,918 when 
a gather-binder was invented which col
lects the stalks from the swath and binds 
them together. In regions where central 
breaking mills are operated, the bundles 
of hemp are delivered to the mill as soon 
as possible after shocking where the stalks 
are broken immediately. Where some 
time must elapse before the hemp can be 
transported to the mill, the practice is to 
stack the bundles 80 that the crop will 
pass through a sweat like small grain. 
Experience in building stacks. is necessary 
as where the crop is not properly stacked 
and the bundles are needlessly exposed to 
weathering, heavy losses of fiber will 
result. 

It is necessary that hemp be wholly dry 
when broken and the profits from the 
crop often hinge on the success of this 
activity. Formerly, the custom was to 
have portable machines which journeyed 
itinerant-fashion from farm to farm to 
perform this work but weather uncertain
ties always markedly limited such oper
ations so that the modern plan is to kiln-

. dry the stalks at the mill before they are 
broken. The traditional practice up to the 
last few years was to break the crop
crushing the wood underneath the layers 
of fiber so as to favor the easy separation 
of these two materials-with a hand brake 
which was a tedious, costly and strength
racking practice. The average, experi
enced worker could only break from 100 
to 200 pounds of cleaned· hemp daily by 
hand. Industrial science has been respon
sible for the making and successful op
eration during recent years of power 
brakes which accomplish the work,mechan
ically by means of fluted rollers, and thus 
work more efficiently and more cheaply 
than hand labor. The modern hemp mill 
consists of a receiving room, dry kilns, 
breaking room with brakes, scutchers and 
balers, boiler room; engine. and fan room. 

In the dry kiln the excess moisture in 
the hemp stalks is removed by the use of 
a hot-air blast. The dry stalks are then 
fed into the breaking rolls where they are 
crushed and thence pass over a series of 
shakers where the loose hurds or woody 
portions are separated from. the fiber. 
Then the fiber passes through scutching 
wheels which remove the remnant hurds. 
The fiber which is then fairly cleaned is 
baled and sold to cordage and spinning 
mills. Formerly, the scutching was done 
by hand, the uncleaned fiber being 
whipped over the hand brake until it was 
free from hurds. The present scutching 
machinery consists of from 2 to 4 large 
cylinders equipped on the exterior with 
wooden slats. The cylinders are station
ary and revolve toward each other. As 
the fiber passes between the scutching 
cylinders, the hurds are aU combed off. 

The average hemp crop in Wisconsin 
yields from 1,000 to 1,200 pounds of fiber 
an acre, being higher than the production 
in Kentucky and only excelled by that of 
California. The fiber consists. of long 
fibers, called line, which are worth about 
three times as much as the shorter fibers, 
called tow, the total fiber supply usually 
containing between 10 and 20 per cent 
of tow. One thousand pounds of rough 
fiber will produce about 850 pounds of 
line and 150 poundi> of tow. Usually the 
average well retted and dried crop of 
stalks amounts to three tons to the acre 
which will yield 20 per cent by weight of 

rough fiber. Green hemp stalks contain 
about 60 per cent more water than when 
they are thoroughly retted and dried and 
hence a yield of three tons of retted stalk 
means an initial production of. 71h tons 
of green rna terial. A first class crop of 
hemp usually brings in a gross return of 
from $75 to $100 an acre while the cost 
of production is only about $10 or $11 
more per acre than it is for a crop of small 
grain such as wheat. The profits from the 
hemp crop are large and dependable, and 
indications are that the industry will be 
materially extended in the near future. 

Before hemp or fiber can be spun into 
yarn, it must be either carded or hackled 
-submitted to combing processes by 
power machinery at the spinning inills. 
These ·operations remove foreign mate
rials and reduce the fiber to finer, uni
form strands. In the past, much of the 
Kentucky crop was hackled by hand and 
even today this costly method is still 
followed in some southern mills. How
ever, the potential tendencies of the hemp 
growing and milling industry will be to 
make more extensive use of modern ma
chinery which performs cheap and efficient 
work. 

As matters stand at present, the hemp 
industry needs more certain sources of 
cheap and satisfactory seed. Kentucky 
bottomlands have supplied much of the 
seed crops used up to this time but the 
prices demanded for Kentucky seed are 
exorbitant and new sources of seed are 
now being developed. In some sections, a 
standard market classification of the lo
cally gJ;own fiber is prerequisite poten
tially if the industry is to expand with
out trouble. The growers must exert 
every effort to produce the best quality 
hemp while the millers must specialize 
in their abilities to distinguish between 
the different grades of hemp and so to 
handle the material that it will, subse
quently, be in the best possible· condition 
for further processing in the spinning 
and cordage mills. 

Is the Practical Helicopter in 
Sight? 

(Continued from page 44'1') 

like an elevator, so to speak, several men 
being in a circular metal chamber or cabin 
on top of the helicopter. 

Briefly, the Petroczy helicopter consists 
of a triangular frame which carries three 
120-horsepower LeRhone engines. The 
engines drIve two co-axially mounted air 
screws measuring some 20 feet in diame
ter, in opposite directions by means of the 
gear drive. These screws turn at 600 
revolutions per minute. Albove the en
gines and screws is mounted a metal tur
ret or cabin for the crew, while below the 
power plant are the shock-absorbers for 
landing. 

In a recent test of the Petroczy machine 
the crew entered the top turret. The mo
tors were set going at full speed. The 
big screws whirled round. Then, held cap
tive by the restraining cables, which were 
paid out gradually, the machine rose 
straight up into the air till it was at a 
height as great as 160 feet. Here it reo 
mained stationary, providing, as the in
ventor claims, an ideal machine for ob
servation work in connection with artil
lery fire. 

The Petroczy machine is hauled down 
by. the cables when the flight is to be ter
minated. No attempt has ,as yet ,been 
made to throttle down the engines in or
der that the helicopter may sink down 
of its own accord, because there are cer
tain problems of stability yet to ,be solved. 
In fact, it is reported that during a recent 
flight the engines ceased to function prop
erly and the machine began to oscillate, 
threatening to side-slip. The crew made 
use of the parachute, always carried in 
the cabin, and succeeded in reducing the 
rate of descent so that a safe landing 
was effected. 

It is understood that Louis Brennan of 
England has developed a helicopter very 
much along the same lines as Lieut. 
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Petroczy, which is to be tested shortly. I teeted. Each chain cable, as above stated, 
It is said to represent a marked improve- will be enclosed in a continuous water
ment over the Austrian machine. tight tube or casing of bronze which will 

Another recent machine is the Peugeot- enable the bridge crew to make periodical 
Oehmichen helicopter, which makes use of inspection of the eyebars which compose 
a gas bag for part of the lifting force. the cltbles. The result of this weather
This machine employs two special screws proofing is that only 15 per cent of the 
20 feet in diameter, driven by a 20-25- steelwork will be exposed. Were it not for 
horsepower engine. The hydrogen gas this protective feature, the annual bill 
bag, mounted at the top of the machine, for painting the scores of acres of surface 
has a lifting effect of about 170 pounds, of the bridge would amount to at least 
or about one-fifth of the total weight of $500,000. Because of the weather
the machine with the pilot. In recent proofing the annual cost for paintin� will 
tests at Valentigney, France, this ma- be but a fraction of this sum. 
chine made free flights at six or seven feet 
altitude, as shown in the accompanying 
illustration. 

The problem of helicopter flight is far 
from solved, for once the machine is de
veloped that can rise vertically, it will be 
necessary to propel it in any direction. 
The two methods generally proposed for 
propelling are to manipulate the helicop
ter screws in such a manner as to upset 
the normal equilibrium and therefore ob
tain a forward movement, and to use an 
additional screw or group of screws for 
purely propulsive purposes. The Pescara; 
Berliner and other well-known types sim
ply tilt the column that carries the hori
zontal crews, obtaining, so they claim, a 
forward movement. 

Another interesting type of helicopter is 
the Damblanc-Lacoin "Alerion," of French 
design and construction. This machine 
makes use of two huge lifting members, 
each conSisting of four blades of about 
the same general shape as the usual 
electric fan, but ·built of wooden frame
work with a fabric covering. Two rotary 
engines coupled together drive the screws 
or lifting members. The body of the 
"Alerion" follows the usual lines of the 
airplane fuselage; indeed, the idea be
hind this construction, with its elevator 
and rudder at the end of the fuselage, is 
to obtain some of the volplaning possibili
ties of the usual air'plane in case of en
gine failure. The alteration of the lift
ing members causes horizontal motion. 
This machine is but one of many of the 
same general class in which the helicop
ter principle is made part of the usual 
airplane construction. 

The fact remains, despite the several 
interesting attempts now being made, that 
little has been done in the way of insur
ing helicopter flight in the near future. 
The successful helicopter remains to be 
developed, and once it is developed, there 
must be a repetition to a greater or less· 
extent of the spectacular though costly 
days of pioneer aviation. Intrepid pilots 
will have to risk their lives to master the 
new machines and to learn how to oper
ate them, and it is doubtful if very much 
of their airplane experience will prove of 
more than general value. 

A Study in Magnitude 
(Continued from page 451) 

give ample room for sixteen automobiles 
and motor trucks to pass, abreast, across 
the bridge, if a rush of traffic made this 
necessary. On the lower deck will be ten 
railway tracks over which will pass the 
transcontinental trains of all the rail
roads that come into Jersey City from the 
west, and also snch freight trains as are 
destined for Manhattan, the Bronx and 
Long Island. 

A Weather-proof Bridge 

A Comparison of Weights 
As may well be imagined, the weigh t of 

the steel in a bridge of 1hese proportions 
runs up to a very high figure, and in the 
drawing at the bottom of the page an 
attempt is made to bring home this fact by 
comparing the bridge with three of the 
huge transatlantic liners which are them
selves 'so impressive ,as to their length, 
height and bulk. We find, on drawing the 
ships to exact scale that the "Olympic," 
the "Leviathan" and "Aquitania" could 
be placed' on the floor of the main span 
and still leave some 4()() feet to spare. 
Still more remarkable is the fact that the 
combined weight of these three vessels, 
when loaded, which is about 160,000 tons, 
would fall far short of the unloaded 
weight of the main span of the bridge. 

The Heavens in June, 1921 
(Continue(l from page 452) 

of radioactivity indicate that the crust of . 
the earth is at least one billion years 
old-and probably twice that-and less 
than eight billion year,s old. If then 
we may say in round numbers that 
this world of ours is three or four bil-
lion years old, our estimate seems unlikely 
to be twice too great, or twice too small. 

Two things should, however, expressly 
be said. First, these estimates depend 
upon the assumption that the forces 
known to science (at present) are at work, 
and no others. We can obviously do noth
ing better than this; but future discover
ies may upset this argument completely, 
as they did Lord Kelvin's. Second, we are 
setting a limit only to the age of the 
6arth'.� crust. If, as many astronomers 
think, the planets were formed at some 
remote period by some huge eruption 
from the sun, occasioned by the passage 
of another star close to it, the date we 
are attempting to fix may be identified 
with that of this giant catastrophe. 
What happened to the matter which was 
later to compose the earth, while it was 
still a part of the sun, he would indeed be 
a bold man who would define. There may, 
be still heavier atoms in the sun, which 
break down and form uranium. Or per
haps it may be that under the enormous 
temperatures and pressures that prevail 
in the sun's interior, energy is put into 
atoms in some way, and heavy ones like 
uranium are built up. We pass here be
yond the present limits of our knowledge, 
and it would not be safe to extend chains 
of similar reasoning further in the at
tempt to set an age for the sun. As for 
the age of the universe as a whole--if our 
little planet is so old, what limits, even in 
imagination, dare we set for the life of the 
vast galaxy in which it, and all our sys
tem, is but a speck? 

A new and highly important feature in- The Heavens 
troduced for the first time in a bridge of The finest part of the sky is now in 
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mass becomes granite-hard. 
Lapidolith is the original con
crete hardener-standard for ten 
years. For old or new concrete 
floors. 

Write for hardened concrete block, te.slimonial3 and literature 
L. SONNEBORN SONS, Inc. 
Dept 1, 264 Pearl Street, New York 

KEEP TO THE RIGHr! . �0' p.:.;,;;�, ,�""'I./ .' ,' . :' "  

USE WHITING-ADAMS -=J ��; � \,\1 1/// 

BRUSHES toPtd���) "'/-�II"�"''' .r.;oato swf«es permaneat1y., They:'PJ'e4d color and varnish evenly. 
They � 4� cr��<w.spotting. and O'edte d _ " . �-poIished minorbke suiface. 

"'� 
Smd""�� 

......... ....: 
JOHN L.WHmNG-J.J.ADAMS �Boston.u.s.� 
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GEARS 
All Kind.-SDlall 
The mOllt accurate made and price. 
re .. onable. We c&r['7 a cc.mplete 

,line of wear. In atock for Immedi
ate ahlpment. Can alao quote on 
special .. .an of aU kinds. Send U8 
J'our Inquiries. 

Write for Catalogue 

CHICAGO STOCl GEAR 'ORIS 
109 Soodo J.f ...... SImI 

POWER BENDERS NEW-r:J>DELS 
"Wonder" Cold Pipe 

. Rendln.. Machines (Pat.) 
electrically operated to 
bend from 1 in. to 8 tns. 
Send for printed matter. 
We also m a nu facture 

Own a machine of your own. Cash or ea.y 
terms. Many styles and sizes for all purposes 

�:e��e:o 1I��lId r:.: 
1-8 Incb b 6 inches. 

Amencu Pipe Beacliac Maw.e Co. Write for Circular. 
WIWAMS BROS., 434 W. State St.,lthaca, N.Y. 

jf ourtttn �aut �ixtittb *,trttt 
A luxurious Residential Hotel 
opposite the Metropolitan Club 
and Fifth Avenue entrance 
to Central Park. Easy access 
to the theatres, clubs and 

shopping centres. 

eager & Jlabtodt lltlu !Jork Cit!, 

this great magnitude is that prac- the south. On the meridian we find 
tically the whole of .the Hudson River Scorpio, the great red star Antares 
Bridge will be weatherproof. That is to (probably a rival of Betelguese in real 
say, its steelwork will be so completely size) blazing at the creature's heart, and 
enclosed with rain-and-moisture-excluding 

I 
the long line of the tail sweeping down 

material that the annual cost of repaint- to the horizon and curving back to form 
ing-a most serious item in the upkeep of the sting. To the left is Sagittarius, with 
a big bridge--will be reduced to a mini· the little Milk Dipper. Above this is a 
mum. W,e have seen that the towers and magnificent region of the Milky Way, 
cables wIll be so protected. The upper full of bright star clouds, clusters, nebulre, 
deck of the bridge being watertight, and all sorts of interesting objects. One 
it follows that the whole of the steelwork 

I 
cloud, a·bout midway between Gamma 

below it, including th� floorb�a�s, girders, S.agittarius and Lambda, Scorpii, fairly 
tracks, et cetera, Will be SimIlarly pro- 'rivals the famous cluster in Perseus. ' L':::=================================:;:::==:::!l 
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